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homeland security comes to europe - statewatch - homeland security comes to europe the legacy of the
“war on terror” is a new way of thinking about security and a cash cow for the defence industry by ben hayes
introduction as governments in the countries that were the main protagonists of the ‘war on terror’ seek to
distance themselves from both the concept and the crimes there is no european security, only european
securities - standardization of european security reveals not a singularity in security, but the contrary,
namely multiple securities. i thus develop a counter-argument to both realist and social constructivist
understandings of values and the role these play in security thinking. i affirm, in a typical new european
security strategy – the transatlantic factor - new european security strategy – the transatlantic factor.
annegret bendiek and markus kaim. a wave of new foreign policy and security challenges have made certain
aspects of earlier european union strategic thinking obsolete. in response, federica mogherini, the high
representative of the european union for foreign affairs and security policy, nato, eu and security in europe
- european parliament - nato, eu and security in europe . russia's conflict with ukraine and turbulence in the
middle east have reawakened concern about europe's security, fuelling a debate about its defence capabilities,
the role of north atlantic treaty organisationthe and its relations with the european union. the belarus factor
in european security - the belarus factor in european security alexander lanoszka ©2018 alexander
lanoszka dr. alexander lanoszka, a lecturer ... examining the role of nato and the eu in light of the intra-alliance
security dilemma,” europe-asia studies 66, no. 4 (june 2014): 557–77, ... military doctrinal thinking or regional
strategies often exclude belarus. 19 a common european security space - carnegieendowment - a
common european security space march 9, 2009, brussels carnegie europe that germany and the soviet union
were before, but in a different and yet serious way. unless that problem is solved, unless that challenge is met,
europe security could only be sub-optimal. on to medvedev’s proposal - i would not describe this as a proposal
but as an idea. the european initiative on security studies - aeges - the european initiative on security
studies is a europe-wide multidisciplinary network of scholars from over eighty universities that share the goal
of consolidating security studies in europe. specifically, the aims of the eiss are two-fold. the first is to develop
and sustain a europe-wide network in the field of security studies. europe beyond aid: europe’s
commitment to international ... - europe beyond aid: europe’s commitment to international security
europe beyond aid uses the commitment to development index (cdi) to examine european countries’ collective
commitment to development on seven cross-border issues: aid, trade, finance, migration, environment,
security, and technology. we
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